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Introduction
Many systems can be viewed as collections of objects moving a r o i d a defined space and interacting with each other. The objects can range from atoms and molwiiles to inter-planetary objects acting under the 1087-4097/96 $5.00 0 1996 IEEE infliienca of gravit.y. Such problems intuitively lend themselves t o a parallel simidation algorithm in which the physical space in which the objects interact. is divided iip into regions and each processor on a miilticomputer simulates those objects within a region.
The difficulty in simulating such a model is that each processor must simulate an object in its own region although the objects behavior may be infliienced by an object in another processor's neighboring region. This system can be modelled as the classic network of logical processes commanicating via message passing in which the messages contain information pertaining to the behavior of objects in each processor's region. The two class..ical approaches t.o parallel simidation, conservative and optimistic deal with this problem in a manner consistent with their paradigms.
The algorithms described in this paper are conservative in natwe and make iise of shared variables in order to allow a processor to access the st,at.e of its neighbor's objects. If the dynamics of t,he objects being simulated are iinderstood, it is t.hen possible for the algorithm t.o make inferences on whether it. can safely proceed, whereas a conservative approach [3] woilld haw to block. The reminder of this paper is organized a s fol1ows.Sedion 2 contains a summary of previous work on the problem. In section 3 our parallel algorit.hm, making iise of shared variables, is described. Sect.ion 4 contains the performance resii1t.s realized from this algorithm.
As

Previous Work
In this section we briefly siimmarize previoiis work on parallel billiard ball simiilation. A more detailed summary may be found in IS].
In [2] an efficient. serial algorithm is described, which is made use of in t.he algorithm described in
[3] as well as the algorithm described in this paper.
Parallelizing t.he billiard ball simulation requires that the table be divided lip into separate regions which are distributed among the processors and that. each processor siiniilat.es t.he balls in its assigned region. Each processor "shares" a border with two or more other processors and has t.o paw balls back and forth across these borders. This interdependency between the processors requires that an algorithm maintain ca1isdit.y when t.he processor's simiilat.ion times are different.
In 13) the serial algorit.hm of 121 is parallelized. The algorithm rests upon the assiimption that. there is an upper bound on event propagation speeds, the consequence of which is that two balls which are sufficiently far apart can be processed conciirrent.1y. The 
backs.
Finally, in 151, a version of the billiard halls similation referred to a s colliding pricks was iised n s a test. In figure 1, processor Pfl's current-time P, is 2.0 when it tries t o procew A1 at time A1 = 2.0. At the same teal time processor Ph' S current -timePh is 1.75 when it tries to proms% a ball oiit.side of the critical region. Under "strict. consenatism" procee sot P,l would have t.o wait since current -tim.eP, < airtent -time&. Using shared mriahles processor P, can look "inside" of Ph and determine the state of balls near the border. Since the earliest. time which a hall coiild moss the border from Phis timeB2 > current -timeP,l, P, can safely proceed.
It. is important t o recognize that with a densely populated critical region, balls may be involved in more than one collision on their way towards a border between two processors. As the algorithm bases its lower bound only upon the next event. , it is possible t.o miss a collision that may cause an error a s an unexpected ball crosses the border. It is also possible for halls to reach velocities that. exceed the estimated maximum velocity or to form chains across the criti- As the number of processors increases the improvement in execution times increases for the shared variable method over the non-shared variable method.
With more processors "dividing" the table space, the percentage of space ne,ar borders het.ween t.wo procesmrs increases, caiising dependencies between the procesmrs.
Fimdamentally, the p11rpo.w of using shared vari- 
Experiments
The experiments were nin on an BBS butterfiy, a shared memory milltiprocessor based an the 68200 microporocessor in which each processor accesses shared memory using a shared bas. 
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